SILVIA MEI IL GUSTO DEI CANIDI
TURI RAPISARDA GEOGRAFICA
SERGIO RAGALZI OMBRE ATOMICHE (1985-1986)
LUCIA NAZZARO LO SGUARDO NEL MIRINO. Ai margini della regola
curated by Federico Piccari

Opening Saturday 8 October 2022, from 4 to 8 p.m.
9 October - 13 November 2022

•

Saturday - Sunday from 2 to 7 p.m.

Fondazione 107 presents two new exhibitions for the autumn season in addition to the two ongoing personal exhibitions by Sergio
Ragalzi and Lucia Nazzaro, Il gusto dei canidi, paintings by Silvia Mei, and Geografica, photographs by Turi Rapisarda.
To look at Silvia Mei’s works, to perceive the material impetuosity that accompanies every single canvas, and to be fascinated by the
acid polychromy of them, is to embark on a journey into our deepest subconscious without fully realising it. Silvia Mei manages in an
almost total manner to insinuate herself into our minds, as each of the exhibited works that make up her body of work shows the neuroses and moods of each of us. Almost as if it were a trial, it presents us with compelling evidence of the fears, appearances and obsessions that so characterise today’s society.
Rather than deformed faces, fake smiles and characters out of the ordinary, one should instead speak of a figuration of states of mind
where the power, or better still, the arrogance of his art, finds its origin in the simplicity with which he makes these sensations evident
and where the same attraction or disquiet initially perceived, actually comes from the fact that one is well aware of the truths shown to
us, with all their annexed hopes and fragilities.
The empathic bond that is thus formed allows one to sublimate the externalised brutality by tending to find a new shore in the depths of
one’s soul. Absurdly, it is no longer a discomfort that is perceived and decoded in a personal manner, but rather a sense of humanity in
which the spectrum of emotions shown is thus condensed into an identifiable and sharable transposition.
Silvia Mei pleads, not so covertly, a certain line of judgement, she accompanies us in introspection, in the foolishness of society itself, in
personal discomforts, in atavistic or induced fears, in the judgement of inadequacy, she transposes current insecurities onto canvas, she
eliminates potential filters, laying us all bare and making us more authentic, more human. (Maurizio Di Palma).
Turi Rapisarda presents Geografica, an intense photographic work realised in 1989 transported by the emotion everyone felt after the
collapse of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War.
The images in the exhibition have as their protagonists a hand, a pen and a map, the hand of man once again performs an action, traces
borders, aggregates, disintegrates. It does so without taking into account the reasons of the people, it roughly dissects territories without
caring about history, culture, traditions and the slow transformations that have affected the lives of those who inhabit the territory. It is
thus that the hand of man takes on a violent charge, squeezes the map, crumples it, writes over it, rewrites it, folds it, crumples it into a
closed fist: it makes it unrecognisable.
History continues and the reasons of peoples burn in conflicts that have never died down, and so it is that among the many wars in the
world we come to the present day. Turi Rapisarda with these photographic works focuses our attention on man, the power of man that
can be aggregating or disintegrating.
Also in the spaces of Via Sansovino n.234 - Turin are the exhibitions by Sergio Ragalzi Ombre Atomiche and Lucia Nazzaro Lo sguardo
nel mirino. Ai margini della regola. Press release downloadable from the site
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